
Confetti Hearts 
 Pattern by Anita Adamson 

This pattern was designed for IBW 2019. 
     Ten years ago, the vast majority of you had never heard of me.  Then, in 2013, I conceived 
the idea of Seed Beads and More, a Facebook group that would be different from any of the 
beading groups available at that time. I envisioned a community of beaders, who would 
become friends as well, a place free of ads.  It would be a “safe place”, a haven, if you will, 
for beaders of all skill levels to show their work without fear of harsh comments; a place 
where beginners could ask questions, and not be ridiculed for a question being too 
simplistic. Thanks to our fantastic members, the group has become all that and more.  Many 
of us feel almost as if it is our extended family now.   
 
       Starting with 12 members, I could never have dreamed it would grow to 10,000+ 
worldwide members by now (and still growing steadily), yet continue to maintain that small 
group atmosphere. We have learned that beading has no language barriers, because we all 
share the languages of universal beading and friendship.  Our motto is Creating Unity across 
All Borders, One Bead at a Time.  Many of us have developed close friendships with beaders 
halfway around the world. 
 
     I feel so honored and overwhelmed that the Beadworkers Guild has decided I deserve the 
title of being a 2019 International Ambassador for my work with the group.   
 
     Seed Beads and More offers Bead-a-longs each month, featuring popular designers.  July 
and August will be no different.  We will have a month long Bead-a-Long, beginning July 20, 
featuring all the Free Goodies patterns from the 2019 IBW site.  We’ll also be sharing news 
of any upcoming IBW events during the weeks leading up to IBW.   
     Why not come join us?  You’ll find us here: Seed Beads and More 
 
     My pattern, Confetti Hearts, incorporates all the colors in the IBW logo .   
I designed it with the thought in mind that our international beading  
community is just like those colors, each different, but yet can blend  
into one purpose and love, and that is, to share the fascination and  
enjoyment of beading.  I hope you enjoy making it.   
    Anita 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/465805706810440/permalink/2342820985775560/


Confetti Hearts 
  A Loom Woven Cuff with Rolled Edges 

Pattern by Anita Adamson 

Materials Needed: 
  Delica Beads, Size 11 
          Note, the Bead Count given in the legend on the next       
 page allows only for the weaving of the cuff as given in pattern.  As 
 given, woven area will measure 17 x 3 cm  (6 5/8” by 1 1/8”) 
 before clasp.  Determine the length  needed for your wrist and 
 adjust by adding or leaving off equal number of rows on each end.   
 
 Bead count for edging is not given in legend.  You may choose not 
 to add any edging, a rolled edging as I did, or an edging of your 
 choice.  If adding an edging, allow for extra beads when 
 purchasing.   For the rolled edging shown, for a cuff measuring 6 
 5/8” before clasp, you will need to allow approx  400 (2 gms) extra  
 DB 202  White Pearl AB beads and approx 32 extra beads of each 
 heart color.  For larger wrist, allow more white beads for edging. 
 Directions are given for this edging. 
 
You will also need 
 Your choice of needle and beading thread (I prefer Wildfire or   
   Fireline for warps 
 2 Ribbon crimps (22mm), if desired for ends 
 Your choice of clasp (and optional safety chain) 
 Beading Loom 
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Note:  To determine number of grams needed of each 
color, 
Divide the total number needed by 190 (approx. number 

of Delicas per gram) 
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Once the body of your cuff is woven, finish the warp ends in your 
desired manner. 
 
You may then choose to add clasps and consider it finished, or you 
can add edgings. 
 
I call the edging I added a Rolled Edging.   
On the following pages is a photographic guide to adding this type 
edging. 
 
I chose to alternate white with the heart colors, changing colors as 
the beading became even with the next heart. It would also be 
striking using DB 202 and DB 307 (the matte gray of the borders), 
alternating, or using all white or all gray. 
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Stitch a brick stitch edge along the long edge of the cuff, 
alternating DB 202 (white) with the heart colors, 
changing the color as your beading becomes even with 
each heart. Leave your thread end attached. 

Pick up 3 white.  Insert needle down through the 
next white bead (skipping the colored bead).  
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Insert needle upward through the colored 
bead just to the left. Make sure your needle 
stays in front of the white beads just added. 

Add 3 beads , matching color to the bead your thread is 
exiting. 
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Take needle down through the next colored bead. 

Bring needle up through the white bead to the left of 
the bead just exited. 
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Add 3 white and go down through next white bead. 

Add three colored beads and go down 
through next colored bead to the right.   
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Come up through the white bead to the left.  You may 
need to adjust the loops as you work to keep the last 
loop in front.  Continue along the edge, matching your 
colors to the brick stitched beads. Stitch similarly for 
opposite edge, keeping the same surface of bracelet 
facing you. 

If you have any questions, you can reach me by email at  
beadingbyanita@gmail.com 
 
Please share a photo of your finished cuff with me  

Finish with your choice of clasp.  I used a ribbon crimp on the 
edges and a magnetic clasp. Always,when using a magnet,  no 
matter how strong the magnet, use a safety chain to avoid loss of 
your cuff. 
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